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Introduction: Millipedes can avoid obstacle while navigating complex

environments with their multi-segmented body. Biological evidence indicates

that when the millipede navigates around an obstacle, it first bends the anterior

segments of its corresponding anterior segment of its body, and then gradually

propagates this body bending mechanism from anterior to posterior segments.

Simultaneously, the stride length between pairs of legs inside the bending curve

decreases to coordinate the legmotions with the bendingmechanism of the body

segments. In robotics, coordination between multiple legs and body segments

during turning for navigating in complex environments, e.g., narrow spaces, has

not been fully realized in multi-segmented, multi-legged robots with more than

six legs.

Method: To generate the e�cient obstacle avoidance turning behavior in a multi-

segmented, multi-legged (millipede-like) robot, this study explored three possible

strategies of leg and body coordination during turning: including the local leg and

body coordination at the segment level in a manner similar to millipedes, global

leg amplitude change in response to di�erent turning directions (like insects), and

the phase reversal of legs inside of turning curve during obstacle avoidance (typical

engineering approach).

Results: Using sensory inputs obtained from the antennae located at the robot

head and recurrent neural control, di�erent turning strategies were generated,

with gradual body bending propagation from the anterior to posterior body

segments.

Discussion: We discovered di�erences in the performance of each turning

strategy, which could guide the future control development of multi-segmented,

legged robots.

KEYWORDS

bio-inspired robotics, millipede, recurrent neural network, single recurrent neurons,

legged robot, neural dynamics, temporal delays, hysteresis

1. Introduction

Legged locomotion control has been studied over decades. Previously studies mostly

included biped (He et al., 2019; Akkawutvanich et al., 2020; Yao et al., 2022), quadruped

(Chen et al., 2019; Fukui et al., 2019; Zhang et al., 2021), hexapod (Bai et al., 2019; Wang

et al., 2020; Ouyang et al., 2021; Ma et al., 2022), and octopod (Grzelczyk et al., 2019;

Miguel-Blanco and Manoonpong, 2020) robots. More recently, there has been an increased

interest in robots with more legs and longer bodies. Studies involving millipede-inspired

robots used various approaches to generate the locomotion of the robots, e.g., piezoelectric
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motors (Oldham et al., 2009; Hoffman and Wood, 2011; Avirovik

and Priya, 2013; Avirovik et al., 2014), and magnetic fields

(Venkiteswaran et al., 2019, 2020; Wang et al., 2022). On the other

hand, other studies have used neural mechanisms to implement

reactive and adaptive locomotion control of millipede-inspired

robots (Kano et al., 2017; Miguel-Blanco and Manoonpong, 2020;

Ambe et al., 2022; Mingchinda et al., 2022). While these studies

evaluated the robot locomotion behaviors in various environments,

the leg and body coordination of such robots for obstacle avoidance

and narrow space navigation in complex environments remains

unclear.

In contrast to artificial multi-legged systems, biological

multi-legged systems (like millipedes) show impressive leg-

body coordination. They, along with centipedes, are known as

myriapods under the class of Diplopoda1 (Garcia et al., 2020).

Previously, a notable example of a centipede-like robot over

rugged terrain demonstrated the flexibility of multi-segmented

and multi-legged robots, with potential applications in search

and rescue, extraterrestrial exploration, etc. (Chong et al., 2023).

However, it remains unclear how a millipede-like robot with

features similar to centipedes can be effectively controlled in more

complex environments, such as narrow spaces. One key feature

of the millipedes is that their locomotion systems are both robust

and adaptable to various terrains, which enables them to fulfill

biological functions such as digging through decomposed matters

(Spinello and Fattahi, 2017; Joly et al., 2020; Marek et al., 2021).

As the millipede traverses through an environment, its body moves

forward by the direct waves that propel the legs from posterior

to anterior legs (Kuroda et al., 2014; Ambe and Aoi, 2019; Ambe

et al., 2021, 2022). Further, the millipede also coordinates the

strides of the legs during navigating through obstacles within

the environment (Garcia et al., 2015). Millipedes possess a

sophisticated neural system that enables them to utilize sensory

information to achieve motor control and navigate through various

environments (Francisco et al., 2015; Reboleira and Enghoff, 2018).

How could a creature with more than six legs (like

millipede) coordinate the movements of numerous legs with long,

segmented bodies for obstacle avoidance and complex environment

navigation? A vital feature of its movement is its turning

behavior for obstacle avoidance, which involves coordination

between the turned body segments and legs. Specifically, during

turning, the stride length is reduced between each pair of

legs in the inner turning curve as the millipede turns. This

stride length reduction enables the millipede to make a turn

without collisions between its numerous legs (Barnwell, 1965;

Hembree, 2009; Garcia et al., 2015). This important feature has

been implemented in millipede inspired robots (Long et al.,

1 It is important to note that centipedes employ out-of-phase coordination

for contralateral legs, while millipedes use in-phase coordination for

contralateral legs (see Figure 1B). While both centipedes andmillipedes share

similarities in terms of their redundant leg structure and robust locomotion

performance, centipedes exhibit faster movement. Furthermore, centipedes

naturally display body undulations as they walk (Yasui et al., 2019; Chong

et al., 2022); such a feature is not commonly observed in millipedes.

2002; Aoi et al., 2016; Mingchinda et al., 2022; Shao et al.,

2022).

However, previous studies have not investigated the underlying

control mechanism and strategies that efficiently enable the

millipede robots to perform a coordinated and smooth turning

behavior, especially in complex environments such as narrow

spaces. In contrast to the turning mechanisms in limbless robots

like snakes (Wu and Ma, 2013), which leverage obstacles for

body-body coordination, resulting in obstacle-aided locomotion,

this study focuses on two key dimensions of coordination in

millipedes: leg-body coordination and body-body coordination.

Both dimensions require a control system that properly uses the

sensory input information from the environment to produce the

desired adaptive behavior of the robot in response to the obstacle.

A previous attempt has been made to control the turning behavior

of multi-segmented robots at the segment level by passively

following the movement of the first segment (Aoi et al., 2016)

and by actively controlling the body segments with temporal

delays (Mingchinda et al., 2022). Nevertheless, both studies were

limited in determining how robots can effectively coordinate

the leg and body adaptations to deal with obstacles within the

environment.

A smooth and coordinated turning behavior can be

implemented by the cooperation between the body segments

and legs via the use of the hysteresis effect (Pasemann, 1993a,b,

1997). The hysteresis effect can act as a short-term memory of a

neural control system, where the maintenance of output signals can

induce temporal delays between each neural activity. In robotics,

the hysteresis effect has been utilized in neural-based control

in legged robots to control locomotion and sensory response to

environmental stimuli (Hülse et al., 2007; Manoonpong et al.,

2008, 2010, 2012; Grinke et al., 2015; Mingchinda et al., 2022).

In our previous study, the dynamics of single recurrent neurons

(hysteresis effect) was exploited to generate turning behaviors

with different turning angles depending on the weight of the

recurrent neurons (Mingchinda et al., 2022). Further, single

recurrent neurons can be connected in series with excitatory

connections between each recurrent neuron to produce the gradual

turning behavior seen in millipedes. This is because the first

recurrent neuron in the series processes the changes in the sensory

information from the environment before propagating them to

the posterior neurons (Mingchinda et al., 2022). Coupled with

the temporal delays from the hysteresis effect, a series of single

recurrent neurons can be used to control the signals sent to each

leg or body joint to generate the millipede-like turning behavior

resulting from temporal delays. Therefore, the hysteresis effect is

effective in manipulating the turning behavior of the millipede in

accordance with the environmental changes.

We extend our previous research (Mingchinda et al., 2022)

to explore different strategies for coordinating leg and body

movement in response to obstacles in complex environments,

i.e., narrow spaces. To build on the previous research, our work

aims to implement a millipede-inspired leg-body coordination

strategy during turning in narrow environments. This strategy

will be compared to other two leg-body coordination strategies to

elucidate the uniqueness of millipede-like turning behavior, and

identify the potential applications of this leg-body coordination
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strategy in bio-inspired robotics. We established three leg-body

coordination strategies:

• Local leg and body coordination at the segment level (LCS).

• Simultaneous leg amplitude reduction (SAR).

• Global leg phase reversion (GPR).

The first strategy (LCS) is based on the turning behavior

of real millipedes (Garcia et al., 2015). Here, the stride length

between each leg inside the turning curve of the millipede is

reduced to facilitate turning at the segment level. However, in

the other two strategies (SAR, GPR), all legs inside the turning

curve change simultaneously in response to changes in the sensory

inputs from the environment during turning. The SAR strategy

is based on insect turning (Rosano and Webb, 2006), while the

GPR strategy is a typical engineering approach (Manoonpong et al.,

2007). To investigate their behaviors, we first investigated the

turning behavior using each leg-body coordination strategy against

a solid wall. Subsequently, the efficiency of each strategy in obstacle

avoidance in narrow spaces in terms of speed and task completion

time was tested.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Millipede-inspired robot

We used Coppelia Sims version 4.4.0 (Rohmer et al., 2013)

to simulate the millipede robot to investigate different leg-body

coordination strategies (LCS, SAR, GPR). The millipede robot is

a simplified model of real-world millipedes A. virginiensis (Garcia

et al., 2015), consisting of fifteen segments and one pair of legs

per segment. This resulted in a total of 30 legs (Figure 1A). Our

millipede robot has short legs in comparison to its body length,

which is different from centipedes, where the legs are longer in

relation to the body length. The parameters of our robot model,

such as body diameter size (10 cm) and leg length (7.4 cm), were

derived and scaled based on amillipedemodel proposed by Enghoff

(1992). The robot driven by the neural control walked with a

direct-wave gait, where waves propagate from posterior to anterior

legs as seen in real millipedes (Figure 1B). Each leg consists of six

separate segments that are connected by revolute joints. However,

for simplicity, only the trochanter (Tc) and prefemur-femur (Pf )

joints are actuated (Figure 1C in bold).

There is one revolute joint between each body segment for left

or right movement. There are 14 revolute body joints with an angle

range of −11 to 11 degrees from left to right to prevent collision

between each body segment. At the head of the body, which

corresponds to the segment 0 (Seg 0), we attached the antennae

containing infrared sensors (IR) at the tips. The sensor range of

both IR sensors is 21 cm. Each IR sensor feedback is mapped to the

range between (−1, ..., 1), where −1 corresponds to “no obstacle

detected” and values above −1 up until 1 correspond to “obstacle

detected”. The other values between −1.0 and 1.0 signify obstacles

detectable by IR sensors within the range of 21 to 0 cm.

At each leg, the trochanter joint (Tc) controls the movement

forward (+) and backward (−), while the prefemur-femur joint (Pf )

controls the movement upward (+) and downward (−). The Tc and

Pf joints are revolute joints, with angle ranges of−18 to 18 degrees

and −35 to 66 degrees, respectively (Figure 1C). Together with the

segment, the length between the left and right legs is 15 cm. The

total length of the robot is 111 cm, including the length of all the

segments, antennae, and IR sensors at the head.

2.2. Millipede-inspired neural control
system

We utilized neural control for controlling the movement

and turning behavior of the robot, based on similar studies

on multi-legged robots (Aoi et al., 2017; Yasui et al., 2017;

Homchanthanakul and Manoonpong, 2021). Consistent with our

previous study (Mingchinda et al., 2022), the neural control system

(Figure 2) consists of a central pattern generator module (CPG,

Figure 2A), a sensory processing module (SPM, Figure 2B), and

a body bending control module (BBC, Figure 2C) for leg-leg

coordination control (i.e., direct-wave gait control, see Section 2.2.1

and Supplementary material), body-body coordination control

(see Section 2.2.2 and Supplementary material), and leg-body

coordination control (see Section 2.3 and Supplementary material).

The CPG generates periodic oscillatory signals that drive the

motors of the Tc and Pf joints via direct-wave gait control

(Figure 1C), enabling the rhythmic pattern of legmovements. Here,

there is a modulatory input (MI) of 0.2 for normal stepping

frequency. Along with the CPG, the SPM processes the sensory

information received from the IR sensors. The two recurrent

neurons I0 and I1 at the SPM acts as a low-pass filter for the noisy

sensory signals (Figure 2B). Moreover, the inhibitory connections

between neurons I0 and I1 of the SPM reduce the interference

between information received from the left and right IR sensors

when both antennae detect an obstacle by inhibiting the activities of

the opposing neurons. The I0 and I1 outputs are projected to adapt

the movements of the left and right Tc joints as well as the body

joints for obstacle avoidance. All neurons inside the CPG, SPM,

and BBC modules are modeled using discrete-time non-spiking

neurons. The activity of each neuron is defined as:

ai(t) =

n∑

j=1

Wijoj(t − 1)+ Bi, i = 1, ..., n, (1)

where n refers to the number of units. Bi is a fixed bias term

of the neuron i.Wij denotes the synaptic connection from neurons

j to i. oi denotes the output of neuron i, which is calculated using

a hyperbolic tangent (tanh) activation function (oi = tanh(ai) ∈

[−1, 1]). The setup of the neural model and structure leads to

direct-wave gait control (interlimb coordination or coordination

between legs) and body bending control (body-body coordination

or coordination between body segments), each of which is further

described below. Our current study focuses mainly on the leg-body

coordination control strategies for efficient turning behavior of the

millipede robot. Therefore, we shortly describe here the concept

and basic setup of the neural control system for direct-wave gait

control and body bending control, and detailed information on the

CPG, SPM and BBC modules can be found in Mingchinda et al.

(2022) and Supplementary material.
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FIGURE 1

(A) The components and dimensions of the millipede robot, consisting of the antennae, the legs and the segmented body. The first segment is

numbered 0, and the last segment is numbered 14. (B) The direct-wave gait pattern of the millipede robot for the left legs (L0 – L14), and the right

legs (R0 – R14), with dark squares representing the stance (legs on the ground), and the white squares representing the swing (legs o� the ground).

(C) The cross-section of a body segment, showing the leg components and their associated joints. In each leg, the actuated joints are the trochanter

joint (Tc) and the prefemur-femur joint (Pf), which are hereby denoted in bold, while other joints are fixed at certain positions.

2.2.1. Leg-leg coordination control
To implement the leg-leg coordination for generating

a direct-wave gait, the neurodynamics of single recurrent

neurons was employed, which produced the hysteresis effect

and acted as a low-pass filter for the sensory inputs from the

environment (Manoonpong et al., 2010) (Figure 3A). Therefore,

the hysteresis effect essentially filters unwanted sensory noises in

the environment. Further, with more single neurons connected

in the series (Figure 2C), multiple hysteresis effects are produced,

which lead to temporal delay. The further a recurrent neuron

along the series, the higher the temporal delay. These differences

in the size of temporal delays of each recurrent neuron in the

series can be used to control the time step in which each Tc and

Pf joint become activated. The further the single recurrent neuron

from the sensory input, and the larger the self-excitatory weight

(Figures 3B, C), the larger the hysteresis loop, which results in the

longer temporal delay. However, the phases of the first left and

right legs will eventually coincide with those of the first legs of the

next wave period (Figure 1B), resulting in a wave gait pattern due

to the overlapping of periodic leg joint activities. When the outputs

of the first single recurrent neurons in the series are projected to

the posterior legs before the anterior legs, the wave gait seen in

millipedes can be reproduced in the robot. Also, the frequency of

the wave pattern can be manipulated by changing the value of the

MI, with lower MI leading to lower wave frequency as shown in

Homchanthanakul and Manoonpong (2021).

In this study, we empirically adjusted the number of neurons

in the left and right of Tc and Pf recurrent series controlling

the left and right legs to achieve the direct-wave gait. As a result,

each series contains a total of 155 recurrent neurons, which are

connected to each other via excitatory connections with a weight at

each connection of 2.5. For the connection between the recurrent

neuron series and the Tc and Pf joints, the second rather than the

first single recurrent neuron was projected to the first posterior

leg pair to mitigate the effect of potential differences in the signal

pattern, as the first single recurrent neuron in the series receives

inputs directly from the SPM (Figure 2). After the first posterior

leg pair, each subsequent pair receives input from every eleventh

neuron in the left or right single recurrent neuron series. The Tc

joints, starting from the last pair of legs, received inputs from every
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FIGURE 2

The modular neural control networks controlling the leg and body adaptation of the millipede robot. (A) The central pattern generator (CPG)

produces sinusoidal waves that enable movement in each actuated joint. (B) The sensory processing module (SPM) processes incoming sensory

inputs from the antennae, and sends outputs to adapt the movement in each actuated joint. (C) The body bending control (BBC) module contains

two series of single recurrent neurons that produce temporal delays. For the direct-wave gait and leg-body coordination controls, the CPG and SPM

project their outputs to Tc recurrent series, and the former to Pf recurrent series. After, every eleventh recurrent neurons from Tc and Pf series

connect to their respective Tc and Pf joint motor neurons in order to achieve walking behavior like direct-wave gait. Additionally, three leg-body

coordination strategies are implemented by modulating the input weight of Tc motor neurons to generate adaptive turning behavior. (D) LCS: If an

obstacle is on the left, the amplitude between each pair of right legs becomes reduced, starting from the first two pairs of legs due to actions to the

body joints mediated by the BBC. This is indicated by the gradually changing color gradient of the right red arrows (in case of a right turn) indicating

the direct-wave gait, showing the movement of first pairs of legs in lighter red color to represent amplitude reduction. Also, a green circle indicates

an activated Bj, which leads to the reduction in the connection weight between the recurrent neuron and Tc joint in that segment. (E) SAR: In

contrast, the amplitudes between all pairs of legs inside the turning curve are reduced simultaneously, as indicated by the smaller red arrow on the

right side in case of a right turn. (F) GPR: The direction of the leg movement inside the turning curve is reversed. Note that the red arrows indicate leg

adaptation strategies. Blue arrows indicate the flow of CPG output signals from one joint to the next, and green arrows indicate the flow of SPM

output signals from one joint to the next.

eleventh single recurrent neuron (Figure 2). As for the Pf joints,

the left and right single recurrent neuron series governing the Pf

joints received inputs from the CPG, with every single recurrent

neuron connected by excitatory connections with a weight of 2.5

(Figure 2). The discrepancy between the outputs to the Tc and

Pf resulting from temporal differences in the signal delays lead

to the activation of Tc before Pf , thereby forming in the desired

direct-wave gait that resembles real millipedes. Specifically, the legs

are lifted (Pf action) before stepping forward (Tc action). The

network parameters, including the recurrent neuron weight and

connection weight between each neuron, are determined by testing

the behavior of the leg joints at weights ranging from 1.0 to 3.0

based on our previous study (Mingchinda et al., 2022). For example,

a new weight is chosen if the wave gait is not produced. Note

that the equations for the neural activations of the single recurrent

neuron series and motor neurons mentioned above can be found in

Supplementary material.

2.2.2. Body-body coordination control
Under the same principles of hysteresis and low-pass filter, the

body-body coordination control [here described as body bending

control (BBC, Figure 2C)] was designed based on the evidence that

the millipede navigates gradually from an obstacle segment-by-

segment (Garcia et al., 2015). Previous studies (Pasemann, 1993a)

on neural dynamics showed that different excitatory recurrent
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FIGURE 3

(A) A single recurrent neuron containing two excitatory connections, with one being self-connection and the other one being the input connection.

(B) The hysteresis e�ect of recurrent neurons in the single recurrent neuron series controlling the phases of the Tc and Pf joints. The recurrent

connection weight is 1.5 to control the stride length. (C) The hysteresis e�ect shows di�erent hysteresis loop sizes for di�erent self-connection

weights used in the BBC. (D) Example of the Tc joint positions of the first three left legs show direct-wave gait propagating from the posterior to

anterior legs. Between the time period of 100 and 250 steps, there are some noises in the troughs of the waves as a result of the robot’s up and down

motion during locomotion. (E) Example of the Pf joint positions of the first three left legs shows direct-wave gait propagating from the posterior to

anterior legs during straight walking.

weight (ws) values produced various sizes of the hysteresis

(Figure 3C), which provided a useful tool for manipulating the

turning angle of the millipede. Specifically, our previous study

has also shown that higher recurent weights (ws) produced higher

turning angles in a millipede-like robot when faced with a wall

directly in front of it. Another important factor during turning in

narrow spaces is the robot’s ability to maintain its bent position,

which is achievable using the hysteresis effect as the output signal is

maintained despite diminishing input signals (Mingchinda et al.,

2022). In other words, the hysteresis effect creates a short-term

memory in the system, enabling the millipede robot to remain

bent and navigate away from an obstacle to avoid re-collision.

Note that the equations for the neural activations of the body

joints, containing the recurrent weight term ws, can be found in

Supplementary material.

Although we can now control the body segments for turning

during obstacle avoidance and control the legs for performing the

wave gait (Figures 3D, E), a problem still remains. The problem is to

determine the coordination between leg and body movements such

that the turning behavior of the millipede robot enables effective

navigation in narrow environments. Contrary to our previous

study, whereby we relied on the SPM inputs to control the motion

of both the body and leg joints, here we attempt to address this

question by investigating three different body-leg coordination

strategies.

2.3. Exploring di�erent leg-body
coordination strategies

During turning, millipedes coordinate their leg and body

segments to perform smooth motion (Garcia et al., 2015). This

is achieved by reducing the stride length between the leg pairs

inside the turning arc during turning. Previously, we relied solely

on the sensory inputs from the SPM to coordinate the leg and body

movements (Mingchinda et al., 2022). This previous approach is

comparable to GPR (Figure 2F). If changes in both leg and body

joints are according to the sensory inputs, the leg and body joints

can automatically adjust to the changes in sensory information in

the environment by reversing the phases of leg joints and rotating

body joints away from obstacles. This results in a behavior where

all the leg joints change their behavior regardless of the changes in

the body segment angle in a similar manner to other animals using

tripod-based gaits (Strauss and Heisenberg, 1990; Szczecinski et al.,

2018; Nirody et al., 2021). However, this assumption is opposite to
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what is observed in millipedes in the real world, where changes

in the leg and body joints are more coordinated at the local (i.e.,

segment) level. If only the first two body segments bend, there will

be no changes in the stride lengths between other leg pairs apart

from the first two to allow the millipede to turn its head.

To test the significance of the leg and body coordination at the

local level, or the segment level, we produced three different leg and

body coordination strategies for ourmillipede robot during turning

(Figure 4). These strategies are:

• Local leg and body coordination at the segment level (LCS),

• Simultaneous leg amplitude reduction (SAR),

• Global leg phase reversion (GPR).

2.3.1. Local leg and body coordination at the
segment level (LCS)

The millipede-inspired turning approach follows the leg and

body coordination of millipedes (Garcia et al., 2015). To implement

the same strategy in our robot, we can directly manipulate the

movement of each Tc joint at each leg to move in synchronization

with the body joint activities driven by the BBC (Figure 4A). This

is done by directly adapting the weight of the excitatory output

connection from the single recurrent neuron to each Tc joint

based on the body joint activities. In our proposed control system,

the orientation changes the body joint in response to changes

in sensory inputs from the environment reduce the weights of

the excitatory signals sent to the Tc motor neurons from large

to small values, thereby decreasing the stride length of the first

two leg pairs between the body joint undergoing turning. There

is an exception for the last two leg pairs connected to the last two

segments, which followed the same commands as the leg pair on

the final body segment due to a discrepancy between the number

of segments and body joints. In real millipedes, the last segments

and their legs are usually maintained in their original positions for

propagating the body forward, as seen in Figure 9 of Garcia et al.

(2015). The LCS control strategy implementation can be found in

Supplementary material.

2.3.2. Simultaneous leg amplitude reduction (SAR)
In addition to the significance of LCS, we also designed another

strategy (Rosano and Webb, 2006) where the stride length of all

legs inside the turning arc is reduced simultaneously (Figure 4B).

In contrast to the local changes at the segment level in the previous

strategy, when the robot begins to turn right, all the stride lengths

of the right legs will be reduced by reducing the weights of the

excitatory signals sent to the Tc motor neurons. This reduction

occurs regardless of the body joint activity at the segment level.

The stride length between two leg pairs will be reduced when

encountering an obstacle, even if the body joint between the two

leg pairs remains in its original position. A distinguishing feature in

this control mechanism from the previous one is that the changes

in the stride lengths are programmed based on the changes in the

sensory inputs from the SPM instead of the body joint signals from

the BBC. The SAR control strategy implementation can be found in

Supplementary material.

2.3.3. Global leg phase reversion (GPR)
Previously (Mingchinda et al., 2022), the phase of the legs

reversed according to the sensory signal changes in response to the

presence of an obstacle due to the reversal of the sensory input

signals. Thus, the phase reversal of the legs is controlled by the

SPM. Therefore, the robot can move backward in a manner similar

to Grinke et al. (2015). For example, suppose the millipede robot

detects an obstacle on the left side. In that case, all legs on the

right side will simultaneously change their movement directions

regardless of the behavior of body joints (Figure 4C). These changes

in the phase are implemented by reversing the weight sign of the

output from single recurrent neuron to each Tc joint at each leg

to move the Tc joint in the opposite direction. There is a direct

stride length control as the robot turns, which differentiates this

turning strategy from the previous two. This approach is based

on a typical spot turning behavior of robots, which is comparable

to an engineering control approach. The GPR control strategy

implementation can be found in Supplementary material.

3. Results

3.1. Turning behavior of the millipede-like
robot using di�erent leg and body
coordination strategies

We described how the integration of CPG-based control with

a series of single recurrent neurons produces the direct-wave gait

pattern seen in real millipedes (Barnwell, 1965; Garcia et al., 2015,

2020; Ambe and Aoi, 2019; Yasui et al., 2021). Here, the CPG

propagates oscillatory output signals to both the Tc and Pf joints

to drive the motion of the legs. In contrast, the SPM propagates

the sensory information about the changes in the environment to

the Tc joints to adapt the robot’s walking behavior as it encounters

obstacles. To examine the turning behavior of millipede robot

which encountering an obstacle, we defined three approaches

to leg and body coordination. The first approach described in

Section 2.3.1, closely resembles the behavior of the millipedes in

the environment (Garcia et al., 2015), whereby the stride length

between each leg pair gradually adapts to the changes in the

orientation of each body segment. To compare the advantage of

this strategy against other leg and body coordination mechanisms,

we created a setup in which the robot was required to move away

from the 200 cm wall located directly in front of the robot. As the

robot moved toward the wall, the sensory outputs from the SPM

change as one or both antennae detect the presence of the wall,

making the robot turn away from the wall to avoid collision. Using

the task involving the wall, we could establish a turning behavior in

a manner similar to real millipedes (Garcia et al., 2015).

Coupled with oscillatory signals from the CPG and pre-

processed sensory information from the SPM, local control of Tc

joints using series of single recurrent neurons produced the desired

direct wave patterns that mimic those seen in real millipedes. After

we established the direct wave gait, we implemented the three

turning strategies by having the millipede robot walk against 200

cm wall (Figure 4). Previously, we have found that different ws

weights led to different turning behavior due to the different sizes

of the hysteresis loop generated (Mingchinda et al., 2022). Thus, we
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FIGURE 4

The three turning strategies, with graphs showing body joint outputs and changes in the angles of the Tc joints for right legs during a right turn. (A)

Strategy 1 (local leg and body coordination at the segment level, LCS). In this case, the stride length of the legs inside the turning arc, i.e., right legs in

this case, is reduced if the body joint between the two leg pairs surrounding it bends as a result of the detection of an obstacle. (B) Strategy 2

[simultaneous leg amplitude reduction (SAR)]. In this case, the stride length between all leg pairs inside the turning arc are simultaneously reduced as

the robot makes a turn. (C) Strategy 3 [global leg phase reversal (GPR)]. Here, the movement direction of the legs inside the turning arc switches

direction as the robot turns, resulting in the reversal of the phases of those legs.

varied ws from (0.0, ..., 4.0) during the wall task to determine the

differences in the turning behaviors when ws are different for each

of the three turning strategies.

We set the recurrent connection weight (ws) in the BBC

(Figure 2C) to (0.0, 1.0, ..., 4.0) to test the efficiency of each leg

and body coordination strategy during turning away from a wall.

As previously determined, the turning angle of the robot was

larger as ws increased. Our preliminary findings showed that when

ws = 0.0 and 1.0, the robot instantly collided with the wall as

its body bent in a C-shaped fashion (Mingchinda et al., 2022).

This is consistent with our previous study, which showed that

ws must be sufficiently high to produce the adequate hysteresis

loop size to sustain the output signals and temporal delays. When

ws was 0.0 or 1.0, the hysteresis loop size was small, resulting

in shorter temporal delays between every single recurrent neuron

in the series. As these single recurrent neuron series project the

outputs of every tenth neuron to the body joint, the turning angle

of each body segment was directly impacted by the size of the ws

weight.

We implemented the body bending control via the BBC,

with ws = (2.0, 3.0, 4.0) (Figure 2C), for LCS (Figure 5A), SAR

(Figure 5B), and GPR (Figure 5C). The orientation of every fifth

body segment was measured by the angle of deviation from

the millipede robot’s segment frame against the world frame to

compare the absolute body segment angles across different ws

values (Figure 5D). This enabled us to measure the changes in

the orientation of the robot during turning against its original

position in the world frame. Using the BBC, we manipulated

the turning behavior of our robot in terms of both the turning

angle and bending duration, which generates the turning behavior

comparable to a real millipede (Figure 5E). Owing to a larger

hysteresis loop in largerws, both the turning angles of segments and

temporal delays are greater (Figure 3C). Notably, larger ws leads

to a more extended body segment turning time, suggesting higher

temporal delays due to a larger hysteresis loop.

However, the differences in the turning performance for

avoiding the wall across all three turning conditions are not

pronounced at this stage, apart from differences in the Tc joint
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FIGURE 5

The BBC was used to control the turning behavior of the robot via changing the turning angle size and duration, which was done by changing ws.

Body segment orientation across ws = 2.0, ws = 3.0, ws = 4.0 in the wall task for (A) LCS (B) SAR (C) GPR, showing every fifth segment in the

millipede robot. Here, it is seen that the temporal delays between the turning of each segment are more significant as ws is higher due to the greater

size of the hysteresis loop. (D) The measurement of the orientation of each body segment relative to the world frame inside the simulation during the

wall task. (E) An example of the turning behavior using the gradual leg amplitude change turning strategy (LCS) compared to a real millipede turning

behavior, showing the comparable turning behavior starting from the anterior to posterior segments. A video of the robot turning behavior under all

setups can be seen at https://www.manoonpong.com/LBC/video1.mp4.

behaviors in Figure 4. We hypothesized that the effect of using

different leg and body coordination strategies would become more

pronounced as the robot is required to move in a more complex

environment, e.g., narrow space. The robot has less opportunity to

change the bending direction or rotate its body in narrow spaces, as

opposed to the broader room in the wall task. If the time spent by

the millipede in a bent position during turning is long, issues can

arise when the millipede needs to escape sharp corners and narrow

spaces to prevent entrapment.

Thus, we expect that (a) different ws will lead to different

turning behaviors and performance inside narrow spaces, with

larger ws producing larger body turning angles, and (b) different

body and leg coordination strategies will lead to different turning

behavior and performance as well. To expand on the latter, this

is because if the robot can reduce the stride length synchronously

with the changes in the local body joints at the segment level,

it can save time in realigning the activities of all legs where the

changes in the sensory input are small. For example, if the robot

only needs to make a quick turn, the leg and body coordination

at the segment level would imply that the robot does not need

to change actions of other leg joints that are irrelevant to making

quick turns.

3.2. Navigation in narrow environments

A key advantage of real millipedes is the ability to walk through

narrow spaces seamlessly. The performance of all three different

leg and body bending strategies were tested using the speed of

movement and success rates through narrow spaces (Figure 6),

where the maze’s width was smaller than the total length of the

millipede robot, including the sensor range. Two types of narrow

environments were used. The zigzag maze requires two turning

directions and smaller distances between each corner, while the

square maze requires one direction with longer distances between

each corner. Consequently, differences exist in the advantages of

each leg adapting and body bending strategy between two narrow

environments due to the differences in the turning task required.
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FIGURE 6

The success rate (in red) and the average speed (m/s) across all three leg and body coordination strategies for ws = (2.0, 3.0, 4.0) next to their

respective maze type. (A) Success rate and average speed for the square maze. (B) Success rate and average speed for the zigzag maze. Snapshots

exemplify the robot navigation behavior for ws = 2.0 of LCS, see also a video of the robot navigation behavior under all setups at https://www.

manoonpong.com/LBC/video2.mp4.

For example, the millipede robot must rebound back to a straight

body quicker in a zigzag maze to successfully escape from the maze.

There were fifteen runs per each combination of each leg-body

coordination strategy and each ws value, where the robot’s initial

head direction varied from facing the left, forward, and right to

avoid potential biases and noises linked to the initial condition. All

time measurements were in seconds, inside the simulation. Owing

to the different lengths of the walking path, the cut-off point for

the failure of the zigzag and square mazes was set to 90 and 200 s,

respectively, to leave the maze. Consequently, the success rates of

three leg adapting strategies combined with different body bending

angles were counted based on the number of completed trials.

Finally, speed was measured in (m/s), where only successful trials

will be included in the average speed data.

The study found that there are varied rates of success and speed

for three turning strategies when ws = (2.0, 3.0, 4.0) (Figure 6).

It can be seen that ws = 4.0 produced notably slower walking

speed in comparison to other ws weights in the square maze. This

is because a large value of ws leads to a large hysteresis loop,

resulting in a longer body turning time. The extended turning

time can lead to overturning and eventually result in a curling

behavior if the robot persistently detects a wall in the maze (see

Supplementary Figure S1). In fact, there are differences in the ideal

ws weight for each leg-body coordination strategy. In the less

complex square maze with one required turning direction, ws = 2.0

(short body turning time) was the most efficient in both measures

for LCS and GPR but ws = 3.0 was the fastest and most successful

ws weight for SAR. Among all control strategies, the millipede-like

turning strategy LCS and the leg amplitude reversion-based turning

strategy GPR at ws = 2.0 performed equally well and outperformed

other setups.

For the more complex zigzag maze, which requires turning

in two directions to escape the environment, LCS with ws = 2.0

and ws = 4.0 exhibited almost equally excellent performance. GPR

with ws = 2.0 still demonstrated the best performance compared

to other ws weights. Interestingly, in this maze, SAR with ws =

4.0 showed better performance than with ws = 3.0. This suggests

that the extended turning time (due to a large ws weight) may be

advantageous for leg amplitude reduction-based turning control

(LCS and SAR). Taken together, different turning strategies exhibit

different preferences for the ws weight based on measures of

average walking speed and success rate. If LCS and GPR are used,
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FIGURE 7

The robot signals during navigating in the square maze environment. The body joint (Bj0,Bj1) positions, the joint positions of the first five left Tc joints,

and the joint positions of the first five right Tc joints for ws with the highest success rates, where (A) ws = 2.0 for LCS, (B) ws = 3.0 for SAR, and (C)

ws = 2.0 for GPR. The gray boxes indicate the period of time that each leg-body coordination strategy was executed as a response to changes in the

sensor and/or body signals. Note that the positive body joint signals indicate the right turn. For clarity, the signals were from a period of the square

maze navigation.

a small ws weight (short body turning time) is sufficient. However,

SAR requires a large ws weight (extended body turning time) when

turning in more than one direction.

To further investigate the interaction between sensory inputs,

walking behavior, and turning behavior, we plotted the activities

of the Tc joints and body segment orientations during navigation

in the square and zigzag mazes. This allowed us to examine the

activities of the leg and body joints as the robot employed each

of the three leg and body coordination strategies while navigating

inside each maze.

Figure 7 shows the activities of the first two body joints, along

with the first five left and right Tc joints as the robot moved across

the square maze for the most ideal ws weight for LCS (Figure 7A),

SAR (Figure 7B), and GPR (Figure 7C). The gray area depicts the

period that the robot performed turning. As expected, Figure 7

shows that as the robot turned right, changes in the joint angles

were first seen in the first right Tc joint, followed by the right

Tc joints of subsequent legs along the body. This showcases our

millipede-like locomotion that mimics the millipedes in nature.

The distinguishing feature between LCS and SAR can be observed,

where the angles of the Tc joints on the right leg changed

simultaneously as the body started the turn right in the case of

SAR. GPR also showed changes in the Tc joints as the robot turned

right. Instead of amplitude reductions as seen in LCS and SAR, GPR

reversed the Tc joint signals.

Figure 8 shows themost idealws for each turning strategy based

on the walking speed and success rate previously shown in Figure 6.

As the zigzag maze involved left and right turns, we see positive

and negative Bj signals showing right and left turns, respectively. As

expected, Figure 8A shows the gradual change in the right Tc joint

angles as the robot turned right for the LCS condition, while SAR

(Figure 8B) shows simultaneous right Tc angle changes as the body

bent. As wswas 4.0 for SAR, it can also be observed that the turning

time of Bj was longer compared to LCS and GPR (Figure 8C). This
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FIGURE 8

The robot signals during navigating in the zigzag maze environment. The body joint (Bj0,Bj1) positions, the joint positions of the first five left Tc joints,

and the joint positions of the first five right Tc joints for ws with the highest success rates, where (A) ws = 2.0 for LCS, (B) ws = 4.0 for SAR, and (C)

ws = 2.0 for GPR. The gray boxes indicate the period of time that each leg-body coordination strategy was executed as a response to changes in the

sensor and/or body signals. Note that the positive and negative body joint signals indicate the right and left turns, respectively. For clarity, the signals

were from a period of the zigzag maze navigation.

is consistent to the pattern we found in our previous work (see

Figure 3 of Mingchinda et al., 2022). Larger turning angles were

also observed in addition to longer turning times for larger ws.

Therefore, this study reveals that different ws, which is

responsible for the control of body bending angle in the BBC, is

important for different turning strategies. The larger the ws value,

the larger the turning angle and temporal delays between each

body joint. We also found variations in the ideal ws weight across

all turning strategies and maze types. One consideration is the

difference in the required turning directions between the zigzag

and square mazes. The zigzag maze poses the need for the robot

to quickly change the turning directions (first turning to the right

and then turning to the left). This is in contrast to the square

maze, which required turning in only one direction. Thus, the quick

changes in the turning direction led to more fluctuations in the

IR signals. Consequently, there was more frequent swinging of the

body from left to right, and vice versa, compared to the squaremaze

environments.

3.3. Navigation in a cluttered environment

Finally, we tested all turning strategies against a cluttered

environment across all three ws, i.e., 2.0, 3.0, and 4.0, of the

BBC used. The cluttered environment consisted of objects placed

randomly across a scene with no specific required turning

directions, as opposed to the zigzag and square mazes. In this

environmental setup, there were gaps between obstacles and

each gap was made as narrow as the total width of the robot.

Interestingly, we observed that all of our control strategies can

produce emergent body undulations by rapidly switching body
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joint output signals between positive and negative values based on

sensory feedback from the environment (Figure 9). behaviorally,

the robot’s body twisted in a wave-like fashion inside narrow

gaps within the cluttered environment in order to escape from

the maze as a result of rapidly switching sensory feedback from

the left and right antennae. We conducted 15 trials for each

combination of ws and leg-body coordination strategy. For a trial

to be considered successful, themillipede’s bodymust be completely

clear of obstacles in its exit direction within 90 s. The success rate

of each combination is shown in Table 1.

Overall, ws = 3.0 produced the most successful trials across

all turning strategies. For ws = 2.0, GPR had the most successful

trials, followed by SAR and LCS. However, for ws = 3.0, LCS

produced the tied result with GPR, followed by SAR. Finally, at

ws = 4.0, LCS had the most successful trials, followed by SAR and

GPR. The preference for GPR at ws = 2.0 was consistent with our

results in Figure 6. GPR with a large weight failed as a result of

overturning and the body curling behavior, which caused the robot

to get stuck in a narrow gap. LCS seems to reveal a pattern opposite

to those in Figure 6. Here, ws = 4.0 produced the highest amount

of successful trials. Finally, SAR showed preferences for higher

body turning angles, similar to our zigzag maze results in Figure 6.

Taken together, our findings for narrow space navigation of the

millipede-inspired robot indicate that all turning strategies can

induce body undulations as a response to rapidly changing sensory

information, specifically, when the robot alternatively detects the

side walls.

4. Discussion

In the previous sections, we described the performance of

three different strategies for coordinating the legs and body of

the millipede during turning away from an obstacle, e.g., wall.

We produced a turning behavior comparable to a real millipede

robot (Figure 5E) by implementing our first leg-body coordination

strategy (LCS). Here, we aimed to extend our previous findings for

achieving a leg and body coordination for the control of turning

behavior in a multi-segmented, multi-legged robot. Similar to our

previous study, we exploited the neurodynamics of single recurrent

neurons connected in series for controlling the gait of the 30-

legged millipede robot, along with its body joints. The CPG was

used to generate basic rhythmic movement pattern in both the

Tc and Pf joints at each leg, while the SPM was used to filter

and process incoming sensory information from the environment

before propagating its outputs to the recurrent neurons controlling

the Tc joints. Similarly, the recurrent neurons controlling the body

joints receive inputs from the SPM, which enabled the robot to turn

left or right depending on the location of the obstacle. Our main

contribution is the implementation of millipede-inspired leg and

body coordination during turning by controlling the stride length

between each leg pair based on sensory feedback and body segment

bending. The millipede-inspired leg and body coordination was

compared to two other leg and body coordination strategies, that

is, the simultaneous reduction of the stride lengths, and phase

reversal of all leg pairs on the opposite side of the obstacle. This

was done to explore the uniqueness and potential of the millipede-

inspired leg and body coordination as a turning control method for

millipede-like robots.

Using a series of recurrent neurons to implement direct-wave

gait and local control on the connection weight between the single

recurrent neuron—Tc motor neuron pair, we could replicate the

turning behavior seen in millipedes. Specifically, only the stride

lengths of the leg pairs connecting to the bent segments during

turning are reduced (Garcia et al., 2015). Moreover, different ws at

the body joints implemented using the BBC also produced different

turning angles in our millipede robot with different temporal

delays between anterior and posterior segments. Next, narrowmaze

navigation tasks were used to explore the efficiency of each leg and

body coordination strategy for the turning control of the robot.

Taken together, our findings suggest that the optimal ws values are

different across different turning strategies, as measured usingmaze

completion speed and the success rate.

Upon further observation of slow average walking speed

under all conditions or failure in some conditions, we observed

that this was due to the curling behavior of the robot (see

Supplementary Figure S1). This curling behavior is the result of

continuous activation of an IR sensor from one side of the body.

This continuous activation in turn leads to continued bending in

all body joints, starting from the anterior to posterior segments. As

a result, the robot’s body curves into a C-shape and may get stuck.

In the future, we will develop a control mechanism to avoid this

situation.

Previous studies applied the neurodynamics of single recurrent

neurons (hysteresis effect) for controlling bio-inspiredmulti-legged

robots (von Twickel et al., 2011; Von Twickel et al., 2012; Grinke

et al., 2015; Mingchinda et al., 2022). In line with previous

studies, our current study uses the hysteresis effect to modulate

the direct-wave pattern of our millipede robot in a manner

similar to Kinugasa and Sugimoto (2017) and Homchanthanakul

and Manoonpong (2021) by producing temporal delays between

each pair of legs connecting to body segments. By directly

controlling the leg adaptation during obstacle avoidance tasks using

single recurrent neuron activities, we generated three different

strategies for leg and body coordination of our millipede robot

during turning and avoiding obstacles. We also applied the same

properties of recurrent neurons, namely the hysteresis effect,

to control the adaptive behavior of each body segment of the

robot as it escapes from complex environments. It is worth

highlighting that although our investigated control strategies focus

on leveraging sensory information and temporal delays (short-

term memory) within the neural control circuits, known as neural

computation (Manoonpong and Tetzlaff, 2018), for adaptive body-

leg coordination, it’s also possible to achieve adaptive body-

leg coordination through open-loop control with mechanical

intelligence, referred to as morphological computation (Thuruthel

and Iida, 2022), as demonstrated in Aoi et al. (2016) and

Chong et al. (2023). Generally, utilizing sensory information for

control becomes more advantageous in situations characterized

by significant variations in robot-environment interactions (e.g.,

navigating in obstacle and narrow space environments shown

here), as highlighted in Chong et al. (2023), a key concept

underpinning our study.
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FIGURE 9

The body undulations under LCS with ws = 4.0, SAR with ws = 4.0, and GPR with ws = 3.0 during the movement of the robot through the complex

environment. This represents ws that produced the highest success rate per each turning strategy in the complex maze environment. The gray area

shows the undulation of the body, where negative body joint outputs leading to left turns, and positive body joint outputs leading to right turns. A

video of the robot navigation behavior under all setups can be seen at https://www.manoonpong.com/LBC/video3.mp4.

In our previous study, we used a tripod gait as a walking

pattern, where each Tc joint reacts to sensory information from

the environment through velocity regulating networks (VRNs) in

combination with the SPM (Mingchinda et al., 2022). Here, we used

series of single recurrent neurons to generate the direct-wave gait

by projecting the outputs of every eleventh neurons from the series

to each leg, starting from the last pair of legs. This generated a

walking pattern that is seen in millipedes in nature (Barnwell, 1965;

Garcia et al., 2015, 2020). However, there is a trade off concerning

the balance of the millipede robot during turning, as reflected in

higher locomotion speed and lower task completion time in the

GPR strategy for both the square and zigzag mazes (Figure 6). For

flies in theDrosophilia family, the tripod gait was optimal for higher

walking speed, but the tetrapod gait provided greater walking

stability (Strauss and Heisenberg, 1990; Szczecinski et al., 2018).

Further, tardigrades also utilized a tripod gait, which enabled them

to rapidly traverse across multiple terrains (Nirody et al., 2021).

Moreover, the higher speed of GPR can also be atrributed to the

inadequate balance of the robot as it walks using the wave gait since

the center of mass (COM) of multi-legged robots with sprawling

motions, such as our model, is more spread out (Aoi et al., 2016;

Grzelczyk et al., 2017). These findings explain the effectiveness of

GPR, and important implications for the optimization of millipede

robot locomotion in the future. For example, the stability and

speed trade off must be considered during the design of the robot

depending on several factors such as terrains.

For future studies using hardware to implement locomotion of

millipede-like robot in narrow space environments, the following
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TABLE 1 Comparison table showing the success rate of robot navigation

in the cluttered environment under di�erent control strategies (LCS, SAR,

and GPR) and di�erent turning angle duration (ws = 2.0, 3.0, 4.0).

Weight LCS SAR GPR

ws = 2.0 7% 13% 27%

ws = 3.0 67% 53% 67%

ws = 4.0 80% 67% 13%

considerations must be taken into account. Firstly, the friction of

the ground will influence the stability of the robot during walking.

It is necessary to apply certain measures to the feet of the robot

in order to prevent slipping. Secondly, the torque of all joints

in the legs and body must be high enough as to prevent erratic

behaviors in response to both changes in the sensory inputs from

the environment, and also to prevent the robot from collapsing

too much during walking with the direct-wave gait. Note that in

the real world, the body of the millipede moves slightly up and

down during walking as the direct wave is propagated through

each leg. This means that the ideal level of leg and body joint

torques must be further investigated in order to generate the most

stable walking behavior without compromising the reaction to the

environmental changes. Lastly, if the robot is tasked with exploring

environments with limited sensory information, adaptive leg-

body coordination control through morphological computation or

mechanical intelligence (Chong et al., 2023) should be considered.

Thus, combining neural and morphological computation aspects

can provide adaptive and robust locomotion of multi-segmented,

legged robots for complex, unpredictable real-world environments.

To conclude, our study investigated the two dimensions of

the locomotion control of millipede-like robot, namely the leg

and body control. We exploited the neurodynamics of recurrent

neurons to generate hysteresis effects that produced both the

direct-wave gait and body bending mechanism in the BBC.

Although LCS produced the walking and turning behaviors most

similar to millipedes in nature, we observed that GPR produced

the best performance in terms of locomotion speed in narrow

environments. As both studies in animals and bio-inspired robotics

showed different trade off between each gait pattern, future studies

must explore the relationship between different types of gait

patterns, including the tripod and tetrapod-like gaits, and how they

interact with the body bending mechanism to produce the desired

behavior depending on the function of a robot.
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